
Assumption Summer School for children in Como, Italy 

One or two week placements for young women (18+) to help run a summer school for children aged 3 

– 11. English speakers are particularly being sought (if English-speaking it is not necessary to speak 

Italian). Volunteer helpers will live with the Assumption Sisters and will be welcomed to share their 

everyday life. Because of this, this opportunity is only open to women.  

Ellen Hodgson volunteered there in July 2016 and 

writes:   

“The experience was amazing, I felt well and truly 

looked after throughout the whole time I was 

there.  

The nuns that I stayed with were all very welcoming 

and I felt like they were very happy to have me 

even though only one of them could speak English. 

The language barrier was not an issue as there was 

lots of children all very willing to chat with me 

throughout the day, even the ones that did not 

know much English would try their best which was 

very sweet. They were also very excited to teach 

me some Italian words and phrases.  

Whilst staying there I was given a key and allowed to visit Como in the evenings and return whenever 

I wanted to, it was nice to have that freedom and it really allowed me to soak up some of the sights. I 

spent one of the evenings walking up the mountain to the castle that sat on top, there were many 

beautiful views on the way up. When I was not in Como centre or up the mountain, the convent was 

a very quiet and peaceful place (when the 

kids aren't there) and I found it very relaxing 

in the evenings.  

The convent is a beautiful building with an 

outstanding view, the front garden is full of 

flowers, trees and a grassy area which all 

overlooks the mountains. The building has a 

courtyard where the kids play in the 

morning before the summer school starts. I 

found that it is actually a little bit cooler at 

the convent than it is in Como city centre as 

it is a 10 min walk up the mountain (20 from 

Como centre).  

We would start the summer school about 8:30am, seeing as it is just downstairs it was a particularly 

easy commute. It was very pleasant to be woken up by the sound of the sisters singing hymns and 

praying in the morning. I would have a breakfast of Italian coffee, bread, biscuits and fruit. The summer 

school would usually be a day full of organised games, breaks and then free play. There was a pool 

where we would spend some of the afternoons swimming. 

All in all a lovely trip and I am looking forward to possibly going back next year! “ 


